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November 25, 2017 
 

Fed put is probably expired 
 
In this note I argue that the Fed is probably now more welcoming of lower stock prices than at any point in 
the past ten years.   The central bank does not target asset markets or fight bubbles, despite occasional 
hints to the contrary.  And it is still tolerant of above trend growth, which lowers the risk of an accident, 
even though the Fed is raising interest rates. But the expiry of what might be called the Fed ‘put’ 
reinforces that equities have become less attractive, as prices have moved higher and the expansion has 
matured.  I elaborate briefly below. 
 
The case for the Fed being more tolerant of weaker equities is straightforward and involves just three 
considerations.  First, the US economy is now within measurement error of full employment.  Fed officials 
seem quite willing to accept a further tightening of the labor market, as they probe	for an inflation 
response.  However, they would also like to see some tightening of financial conditions to encourage a 
moderation of both demand growth and the speed at which unemployment is falling. By all means, Fed 
officials want to avoid a destabilizing late-cycle boom, which would just aggravate recession risks.  That’s 
why they are raising the funds rate, even with inflation below target. 
 
Second, the Fed has so far achieved no tightening of financial conditions, even as demand growth has 
quickened into a tightening labor market. We can see this in the Chicago Fed’s National Financial 
Conditions Index, shown below, and in the Goldman Sachs index, which I assume most readers here can 
access.  The indexes give slightly different signals, but they are both at their most stimulative levels for 
the cycle, and both have eased substantially over the past 12 to 18 months.   
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Third, and most simply, the US has pulled away from liquidity trap, as evidenced by the 2-year note yield 
moving up to its highest point of the expansion, a level consistent with the market expecting a funds rate 
of about 2% by the end of next year. The Fed itself slightly more hawkish in its rates view, but the specific 
forecast is not really the issue here.   
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Rather, the simpler point is that the Fed now has room to offset contractionary shocks, first by dialing 
back the speed of its rate hikes (if necessary) and second by cutting the funds rate if conditions 
deteriorate severely.  That is what it means to have escaped liquidity trap. 
 
We can imagine a couple retorts to this third point.  The Fed is not very far away from liquidity trap, and 
this apparent escape may prove temporary. Come the next recession, the US economy may find itself 
right back at the zero bound. 
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Those seem like valid worries, but they don’t really affect the central claim here. A meaningful, say 10%, 
decline of the equity market would not likely deliver a large enough shock to demand growth to require 
much adjustment of the Fed path, let alone a reversal into rate cuts.   
 
And while there is a significant risk that the US will return to the zero bound come the next recession, that 
consideration may actually strengthen the case for avoiding a destabilizing overheating of the labor 
market in the next year or so.  To the extent that a weaker equity market might prevent such overheating, 
the Fed would probably applaud it.  
 
One final point in conclusion. As I mentioned at the top, the Fed does not seem to target asset prices, at 
least with monetary policy. The reason for this is that small policy adjustments cannot be relied upon to 
have much effect on financial overheating. And larger adjustments – aimed at asset markets – would 
impose too large a cost on the economy, driving it away from full employment and price stability.   
 
Having said that, though, if equity prices were to decline as a side-effect of the Fed pursuing – rather than 
being distracted from – its traditional objectives, then that would probably be received by the Fed as a 
bonus.  It doesn’t mean that the Fed will target lower equity prices or necessarily even that equities must 
go lower in response to the Fed tightening for other reasons. But we can probably retire the notion that 
there is a Fed put struck anywhere near the current market. 
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